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a b s t r a c t

Based on the observation that ignoring the angle dependency of multigroup resonance cross sections
within a fuel pellet would result in nontrivial underestimation of the spatial self-shielding of flux, a
parametrized spectral superhomogenization (SPH) factor library (PSSL) method is developed as a prac-
tical means of resolving the problem. Region-wise spectral SPH factors are calculated by the normal and
transport corrected SPH iterations after ultrafine group slowing down calculations over various light
water reactor pin-cell configurations. The parametrization is done with fuel temperature, U-238 number
density, fuel radius, moderator source represented by SmodVmod, and the number density ratio of reso-
nance nuclides to that of U-238 in a form of resonance interference correction factors. The parametri-
zation is successful in that the root mean square errors of the interpolated SPH factors over the fuel
regions of various pin-cells are within 0.1%. The improvement in reactivity error of the PSSL method is
shown to be superior to that by the original SPH method in that the reactivity bias of �200 pcm
to �300 pcm vanishes almost completely. It is demonstrated that the environment effect takes only
about 4% in the reactivity improvement so that the pin-cell based PSSL method is effective in the as-
sembly problems.
© 2017 Korean Nuclear Society, Published by Elsevier Korea LLC. This is an open access article under the

CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

Proper treatment of resonance self-shielding has been of great
importance in multigroup (MG) core calculations. A lot of efforts
have been made to generate accurate resonance MG cross sections
(XSs). However, it is noted in this work that the current resonance
treatment focusing on MG XSs is not sufficient because the corre-
sponding MG flux cannot be accurate if the angle dependency of
resonance MG XSs is not properly incorporated. Since the reaction
rate cannot be right if there are nontrivial errors in the resonance
flux, considerable biases as large as�300 pcm are introduced in the
reactivity of pin-cell and assembly problems as demonstrated later
in this paper. Thus, the angle dependency of resonance MG XSs
should be properly addressed for rigorous resonance treatment.
The angle dependency of the XS in the MG transport equation was
recognized long ago and a partial incorporation of the angle de-
pendency in terms of transport correction was suggested [1].

However, in our earlier trials we found that this method is not
effective in dealing with significant angle dependency in the cases
of resonance MG XSs.

The angle dependency problem of resonance MG XSs was also
noted in a recent work by Gibson [2] in which the use of spectral
superhomogenization (SPH) factors [3] was suggested as one of the
candidates for the resolution of angle dependency. However, no
specific generalization of the usage of the SPH factors was provided.
In fact, the spectral SPH factor was introduced first by H�ebert [4] to
force the conservation of reaction rates in the process of subgroup
to group condensing, but there was no mention about its connec-
tion to the approximation of ignoring the angle dependency of
resonance MG XSs. The term spectral was attached here to distin-
guish the SPH factor for energy condensation from that for spatial
homogenization.

In the work here, the problem of neglecting the angle de-
pendency of resonance MG XSs is first investigated thoroughly and
a method for generalizing the usage of the spectral SPH factors is
introduced by parametrizing them over various pin-cell charac-
terization parameters such as geometry, composition and the* Corresponding author.
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absolute abundance of fuel and moderator. In the verification sec-
tion, the effectiveness of the parameterized spectral SPH factor li-
brary (PSSL) method will be discussed in detail by analyzing the
resultant changes in spectrum for various pin-cells and also by
presenting the improvement in the group-wise component of
reactivity error. Finally, the effect of the surrounding environment
will be quantified with assembly tests.

2. Angle dependency of resonance MG XS

In order to figure out how much resonance MG XSs depend on
neutron angle, angular flux spectra were computed by an in-house
ultrafine group slowing down code EXUS for a pin cell problem
shown in Fig. 1. The EXUS uses method of characteristics (MOC) for
solving fixed source problem and adopts the CENTRM algorithm in
making an energy grid [5]. The calculation was performed with the
TabuchieYamamoto optimum polar angle set [6] in the octant ge-
ometry where the red bold lines in Fig. 1 were set as reflective. The
resulting angular flux distributions for the fine energy points
within a group containing the 6.67 eV resonance of U-238dthe 19th

group (G19) in our MG library group structuredare shown on the
left-hand side of Fig. 2. Each closed curve here represents the
azimuthal distribution of angular flux for the polar angle closest to
the x-y plane in Region 15 for each energy point within the 19th

group. Because of the difference in self-shielding for the incoming
and outgoing neutrons in the fuel, the effective XS becomes very
much dependent on angle as shown on the right-hand side of Fig. 2.
In spite of this big difference, however, the effective XS weighted by
the scalar flux spectrum is being used in almost all MG transport
solvers.

This large discrepancy between the angle-dependent MG XSs
and the constant one, in turn, makes the incoming current over-
estimated because the smaller XS is used instead of the large XSs
for the incoming neutrons. The opposite is true for the outgoing
neutrons. This leads to a distorted angular flux shapewhich is more
skewed toward the fuel as shown by the blue line on the left-hand
side plot of Fig. 3.

For a given scattering source to the fuel, a larger current into the
fuel makes the intra-pellet flux level higher as shown in Fig. 4. The
group flux calculated by the nTRACER direct whole core calculation
code [7] was largely over-estimated in the fuel compared to the flux

of theMcCARDMonte Carlo code [8] even though the reference MG
XSs generated by McCARD were used. On the contrary, the
condensed flux obtained from the ultra-fine group slowing down
solution, the EXUS result, matches well with the McCARD flux
shape.

The resulting group-wise reactivity errors due to higher ab-
sorption and nu-fission rates are shown in Table 1 for the major
resonance groups. McCARD generated MG XSs for all the regions
were used in the nTRACER calculation so that the error should be
considered to be solely due to the flux error caused by ignoring the
angle dependency of resonance MG XSs.

This phenomenon occurs commonly for any arbitrary group
structures as shown in Fig. 5, where the relative errors of the fuel
averaged fluxes in the resonance groups for four different group
structures are displayed. This leads to larger resonance absorption
and nu-fission rates in the fuel, and ends up with having very large
net negative reactivity error of about�200 pcm to�300 pcm for all
the group structures examined because the influence of resonance
absorption to the net reactivity is larger than that of resonance nu-
fission for uranium-rich fresh fuel. Note that all the following test
results to be presented in this paper were generated using the
Helios 47G structure [9] noting the irrelevance of the group struc-
ture as shown in Table 2.

3. Resolution with spectral SPH factor

As the practical means of treating the angle dependency of the
resonanceMGXS, the spectral SPH is considered in this work. In the
original paper by H�ebert [4], spectral SPH factors were defined over
isotopes in order to alleviate the reaction rate error in the subgroup
to group condensing process. Also, the SPH corrected XSs were
defined for all reaction types and they were assumed to be the final
products from the resonance treatment. In the work here, however,
the spectral SPH factors are not used in the resonance treatment
step, but in the transport calculation phase. The details of this new
approach will be addressed in the first subsection and the associ-
ated spectral SPH factor generation procedure concerning the
issues in the practical application of the methoddscattering
anisotropy treatment and spatial interpolationdwill be described
in the second subsection. In the last subsection, the generalization
of the proposed method to an arbitrary transport solver, which

Fig. 1. Geometry, composition, and ray-tracing parameters for the ultrafine group calculation.
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would be the key point of this paper, will be explained.

3.1. New interpretation of spectral SPH factor

Consider the following reference transport operator containing
the angle dependent XS and the typical one neglecting the angle
dependency:

Tg ¼ U,Vþ Sgðr;UÞ (1)

and

~Tg ¼ U,Vþ SgðrÞ (2)

In the above equations and in the rest of this paper, the spatial or
regional dependence of various physical quantities such as flux and

cross sections are denoted by the position vector r. The region
average quantities are to be obtained after spatial integration over
the region. Note that the integration procedure is omitted for
simplicity.

After finishing the resonance calculation, the SPH factor is
introduced as an intermediate parameter which forces the typical
transport operator of Eq. (2) to yield the reference reaction rate in
the non-moderator region of the true operator of Eq. (1) by modi-
fying the operator from Eq. (2) to Eq. (3) below through the use of
the position dependent spectral SPH factor, mgðrÞ:

~Tg;mg
¼ U,Vþ mgðrÞSgðrÞ (3)

Here mgðrÞ is a free parameter that can be determined by
imposing the following constraint:

Fig. 2. (A) Azimuthal distribution of angular fluxes for a polar angle in Region 15 for every energy point in G19. (B) Effective total cross-section weighted by angular flux spectra and
scalar flux spectrum for G19.

Fig. 3. (A) Comparison of the group angular fluxes for a polar angle calculated by using angular flux spectra weighted and scalar flux spectrum weighted total XSs at Region 15 in
G19. (B) Comparison of the corresponding group current norms at all regions across the pin-cell in G19.
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Z
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(4)

where the superscript col indicates the collision part of the oper-
ator. Since the same reference scattering source in the non-
moderator region is to be used in both SPH corrected and uncor-
rected balance equations, Eq. (4) would force the total leakage of
the pellet resulting from the streaming operator of Eq. (3) to be the
same as that of Eq. (1).

Eq. (4) can be rewritten as follows:

Z

VNon�Mod

d3r
Z

U

dUmgðrÞSg ðrÞ~jg;mg
ðr;UÞ

¼
Z

VNon�Mod

d3r
Z

U

dUSgðr;UÞjgðr;UÞ (5)

or in terms of scalar flux as:

Z

VNon�Mod

d3rmgðrÞSgðrÞ~fg;mg
ðrÞ ¼

Z

VNon�Mod

d3rSgðrÞfgðrÞ : (6)

Eq. (6) suggests two possible ways to determine mgðrÞ: the first
to force the total reaction rate match for the entire nonmoderator
region and the second to force thematch for each annular region. In
this paper, the latter is taken since it turned out the former does not
resolve the intrapellet flux overestimation problem. Fig. 6 demon-
strates that the use of the average spectral SPH factor defined by the
following:

mg ¼

Z

VNon�Mod

d3rSgðrÞfgðrÞ

Z

VNon�Mod

d3rSgðrÞ~fg;mg
ðrÞ

(7)

makes the intrapellet flux distribution far much different from the
reference one even though the total reaction rate is preserved.

The spectral SPH factor should thus be determined region-wise
simply as Eq. (8) for each region r taking the advantage of uniform
XS within the region:

mgðrÞ ¼
fgðrÞ
~fg;mg

ðrÞ
; which is mrg ¼

fr
g

~f
r
g;mg

: (8)

Fig. 4. Macroscopic cross-section and McCARD, nTRACER, and EXUS group flux in G19
across a pin-cell.

Table 1
Group-wise reactivity error (pcm) due to flux over-estimation (reference k-
eff ¼ 1.33467 ± 8 pcm).

Reaction G11 G12 G13 G14 G15 G19

Absorption �46 �28 �14 �43 �41 �130
Nu-fission þ30 þ15 þ16 þ29 þ31 þ12
Net �16 �13 þ2 �14 �10 �118

Fig. 5. Relative errors of the fuel averaged fluxes of nTRACER to those of McCARD in
resonance groups for various group structures: 47G, 69G, 172G, and 190G. H, Helios
group structure [9], W, WIMS group structure [10].

Table 2
Reactivity errors for various group structures (reference k-eff ¼ 1.33467 ± 8 pcm).

Group structure k-eff Dr (pcm) From resonance groups

Absorption Nu-Fission

47G 1.32998 �264 �314 þ76
69G 1.33141 �183 �239 þ85
172G 1.32799 �377 �430 þ83
190G 1.33040 �240 �269 þ51

Fig. 6. Macroscopic cross section (XS) and McCARD flux, nTRACER flux without
spectral superhomogenization (SPH) factors, with region-wise spectral SPH factors and
with the fuel average spectral SPH factor in G19 across a pin-cell.
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The spectral SPH factors defined above can be used in the
transport calculation as follows.

(1) Determine the total XSs of all regions after a resonance
treatment.

(2) In the MOC sweep for each resonance group, modify the
transport operator from Eq. (2) to Eq. (3) by multiplying
region-wise mgðrÞ to SgðrÞ just before the ray tracing.

(3) Perform the ray tracing to obtain the scalar fluxes.
(4) Right after the ray tracing, multiply the same mgðrÞ to the

ray-tracing solution, ~fg;mg
ðrÞ, to obtain the true solution,

fgðrÞ.

3.2. Determination of spectral SPH factor

The pregeneration of spectral SPH factors consists of two steps:
the ultrafine group slowing down calculation and the SPH iteration.
The detailed transport calculation at the first step should be as
accurate as possible. In this work, the MOC calculation in EXUS was
performed with 0.01 ray spacing, 32 azimuthal angles in a quad-
rant, and four TY optimum polar angle set in the upper hemisphere
with 15 equivolumetric fuel subdivisions and eight azimuthal sec-
tors in 2pwith about 30,000 energy points in the whole resonance
energy range involving 0.1% thinning tolerance inmaking the group
structure [5]. As for the treatment of anisotropic scattering, only P0
scattering source was considered because EXUS is currently not
able to treat PN scattering source. Obviously, higher order scattering
treatment would be desired. It turned out, however, that the
spectral SPH factor library generated by the P0 slowing down
scheme gave accurate enough results as shown in the verification
section.

In the second step, the spectral SPH factors should be deter-
mined through two kinds of iteration procedures: the first is the
transport corrected SPH iteration for a transport corrected P0
calculation and the second is the normal SPH iteration for higher
order calculations. Because the transport correction introduces a
discrepancy in the scattering sources and total XSs between the P0
transport calculation and the slowing down calculation, there
should be corresponding corrections in the SPH iteration as well.
The procedure is described below.

(1) Obtain region-wise reference scalar flux, fgðrÞ, scattering
source, QgðrÞ, and total XS, SgðrÞ by the following for Group
g:

fgðrÞ ¼
Z
g

fðr; EÞdE ;

QgðrÞ ¼
Z
g

Qðr; EÞdE ;

and

SgðrÞ ¼

Z
g

Sðr; EÞfðr; EÞdE

Z
g

fðr; EÞdE
: (9)

All the quantities on the right-hand side of the above equations
are the products of the slowing down solver.

(2) Only for the transport corrected SPH iteration, the following
corrections are applied.

SgðrÞ/SgðrÞ �
X
iso2r

Z
g

Siso
s;1ðr; EÞfðr; EÞdE

Z
g

fðr; EÞdE
;

and

QgðrÞ/QgðrÞ �
X
iso2r

Z
g

Siso
s;1ðr; EÞfðr; EÞdE : (10)

Here the first order scattering XS, Siso
s;1ðr; EÞ, can be obtained by

Eq. (11) with the assumption that s-wave scattering approximation
holds for major isotopes in LWR in resonance energy range.

Siso
s;1ðr; EÞ ¼

2
3Aiso

Siso
s;0ðr; EÞ (11)

For the normal SPH iteration, this step should be skipped.

(3) Solve the following with mð0Þg ðrÞ ¼ 1 at all regions to obtain
~f
ð1Þ
g;mg

ðrÞ.

~T
ð0Þ
g;mg

~f
ð1Þ
g;mg

ðrÞ ¼ QgðrÞ : (12)

(4) Update mð1Þg ðrÞ as follows:

m
ð1Þ
g ðrÞ ¼

8>><
>>:

fgðrÞ
~f
ð1Þ
g;mg

ðrÞ
: Non�Mod: region

1 : Mod: region

(13)

(5) Solve the transport equation with updated operator, ~T
ðLÞ
g;mg

, to

obtain ~f
ðLþ1Þ
g;mg

ðrÞ, and update mðLþ1Þ
g ðrÞ. Repeat this procedure

until the following criteria is met:

MAX
r2Non�Mod:

(���mðLþ1Þ
g ðrÞ � m

ðLÞ
g ðrÞ

���
m
ðLÞ
g ðrÞ

)
<10�6 : (14)

The justification of the separate application of the two types of
the SPH iterations is shown in Table 3 and Fig. 7. Table 3 supports
that transport corrected P0 calculation should use spectral SPH
factors using the transport corrected SPH iteration and higher order
calculations should use spectral SPH factors using the normal SPH
iteration. In these calculations, the P0 XSs and scattering matrices
tallied from McCARD were used at all regions in the nTRACER
calculation while Ss1;g for the transport correction and PN scat-
tering matrices were taken from the nTRACER library. Fig. 7 shows
relatively larger flux errors in the fuel for the transport corrected P0
calculation with the normal SPH iteration.

Lastly, there should be a provision for the cases where the
number of subrings in a fuel for the actual transport calculation is
different from that used in the generation step. The provision is
given as follow: region-wise spectral SPH factors are generated and
tabulated for 1, 2, 3, 5, 10, and 15 subrings cases and those for un-
matched number of subrings cases are linearly interpolated at the
middle position of a concentric ring by using the pregenerated table
of the spectral SPH factor versus its middle position of a ring.

H. Park, H.G. Joo / Nuclear Engineering and Technology 49 (2017) 1287e1300 1291



3.3. Parametrization of spectral SPH factor

In principle, if the spectral SPH factor is to be applied, it should
be pregenerated for the same problem of interest unless the ul-
trafine group slowing down approach is adopted for the resonance
treatment. To be practical and applicable to any transport solver
adopting any resonance treatment, however, a parametrization
scheme for the spectral SPH factors is better to be employed.

Based on the observation that the factor behaves smoothly over
the abundance of fuel (mainly U-238 for LWR) and moderator as

shown in Fig. 8, a parametrization scheme was devised to func-
tionalize the factor over square root of temperature, U-238 number
density, fuel radius, and moderator source represented by
SmodVmod.

The reason why the moderator size and density effect were
combined as one parameter is shown in Fig. 8, where the same
fractional change in each quantity induces the change in the factor
by the same amount. The important finding is that the factor could
not be parametrized over a single parameter, e.g., background XS of
the fuel, because therewere different sets of spectral SPH factors for
the same background XS. In addition, there is no theoretical back-
ground for this either. By contrast, the rationale that the parameters
were chosen from the property of a pin-cell is that the environ-
mental effect, i.e., the change in the spectrum difference over angle
in a certain pin due to the composition change in other pins, would
be secondary as proved later in this paper.

As a means to incorporate the resonance interference effect on
the XS angle dependency, an interference correction factor is
separately defined for each resonance isotope other than U-238 and
used in the similar way as the Resonance Interference Factor (RIF)
library method [11] as:

mmix
g ðrÞ ¼ mU238g ðrÞ þ

X
iso2r

�
f isog ðrÞ � 1

�
mU238g ðrÞ : (15)

The interference correction factor for each isotope is defined as:

f isog ðrÞ ¼
mU238þiso
g ðrÞ
mU238g ðrÞ

: (16)

These interference correction factors should be tabulated for
every U-238 only case because there are different interference
correction factors for different absolute number densities of U-238
even at the same number density ratio of a certain isotope with
respect to U-238 as shown in Fig. 9.

These spectral SPH factors together with the interference
correction factors for major resonance isotopes are tabulated
over the parameters shown in Table 4, and evaluated by a region-
wise fivefold linear interpolation in the usage phase. These fac-
tors for the 1, 2, 3, 5, 10, and 15 rings cases with both the normal
and transport corrected SPH iterations are tabulated with a
single precision in a binary file that requires only 75 Mbytes of
storage.

Table 3
Scattering treatment test in nTRACER.

SPH iteration Scattering
order

k-eff Dr (pcm) Resonance groups

Absorption Nu-fission

McCARD 1.33467 8 (S.D.) d d

Normal T.C. P0 1.33521 þ30 þ45 �13
P1 1.33434 �19 �38 þ21
P2 1.33471 þ2 �8 þ5
P3 1.33463 �2 �13 þ6

Transport
Corrected

T.C. P0 1.33454 �7 0 þ3

SPH, superhomogenization.

Fig. 7. G19 flux errors of P0 to P3 transport calculations for different choices of spectral
superhomogenization (SPH) factors obtained by the normal and the transport cor-
rected SPH iteration.

Fig. 8. Region-wise spectral superhomogenization (SPH) factor behavior according to
the change of density and volume of fuel and moderator in G19. Normal case ¼ 3w/o
UO2 at OPR1000 pin-cell geometry with 500K moderator density (0.843 g/cm3).

Fig. 9. Innermost interference correction factor behavior of Pu-239 for different U-238
number density (N.D.) at G12, G15 and G18.
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4. Performance examination

With the PSSL pregenerated by the procedures described in
Section 3, the PSSL method was implemented and tested in
nTRACER. A set of basic LWR pin-cell problems was run first to
verify the parametrization. The performance of the PSSL method is
demonstrated by the detailed analyses on the changes in spectrum
and group-wise reactivity errors, and the comparison with the
original SPHmethod is also made. In addition, a fresh UO2 assembly
and Gadolinia bearing assembly problems were run to verify the
capability of the pin-cell based method in treating lattice hetero-
geneity in normal and high anisotropic scattering cases and to
prove the negligibility of the environmental effect.

4.1. Pin-cell tests

The parametrized spectral SPH factor library method was veri-
fied first with the basic pin-cell problems given in Table 5. Test
types, G, D, and T, were for the basic interpolation test with a typical
UO2 fuel pin, C was to check the composition effect, and N was to
examine non-uniform intra-pellet number density and tempera-
ture cases. All the nTRACER calculations were performed with
McCARD MG XSs and P0 scattering matrices assigned to all regions
and with very tight ray tracing parameters (15 equivolumetric
subrings in a fuel, and 0.01 ray spacing, 32 azimuthal angles in a
quadrant, 4 TYoptimum polar angles). The consistent P0 calculation
scheme was employed with the spectral SPH factors generated
from the normal SPH iteration because the parametrization scheme
itself was first to be examined without being affected by transport
correction whose effect is not important in resonance groups for a
pin-cell problem. The actual conditions, such as transport corrected
P0 to P3 with an arbitrary number of subrings in a fuel were applied
in the assembly test cases.

Fig. 10 demonstrates the soundness of the parametrization and
interpolation scheme. The comparison of the blue and red bars
shows the effectiveness of the interference correction factor of Eq.
(16), especially for the severe resonance interference cases, C2 and
C5. For ND1 and NT1, the black one used pellet-averaged U-238
number density or temperature for the spectral SPH factor inter-
polation, and the green one used region-wise parameters. Although
the green ones give almost the same accuracy with the black ones,

the green one is desirable in terms of the flux error distribution.
This will be explained later.

Rootmean square error:Dmg ¼ 100

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPN

k¼1

�
m
ðinterp:Þ
g;k

�m
ðexactÞ
g;k

m
ðexactÞ
g;k

�2

N

vuut
;where

N is the number of subrings in a pellet, k is the region index.
Table 6 shows the results of reactivity error evaluation. The

reactivity errors due to absorption and nu-fission in a group are
evaluated by following:

absorption ¼ ðSa;g;kf
ðnÞ
g;kVkÞref � ðSa;g;kf

ðnÞ
g;kVkÞ0 ;

and

nu� fission ¼ 1

krefeff

1
1þ 1�

nSf ;g;kf
ðnÞ
g;kVk

�0

�
�
nSf ;g;kf

ðnÞ
g;kVk

�ref

; (17)

where f
ðnÞ
g;k is the normalized flux at Region k of Group g, which

gives one total fission source in a given problem. As shown in all the
cases of Table 6, the resonance reactivity errors are greatly reduced
with the PSSL method. The detailed group-wise reactivity errors
evaluated by Eq. (17) are shown in (A) and (B) in Fig. 11 for each
case, where C4 and C6 are omitted because the behaviors of those
are very similar to that of C1. In all cases, the large negative ab-
sorption reactivity errors and positive nu-fission ones almost
vanish by the improvement in spatial self-shielding of flux as
indicated by the shift from the red line to the green one in Fig. 6.
Such improvements in spatial flux errors can be observed by the
spectrum error improvement in the resonance groups in (D) in
Fig. 11.

Another common important observation is that the initially
underestimated thermal spectrum is also affected by the applica-
tion of the spectral SPH factors only to the resonance groups. This is
because ignoring the MG angle dependency let flux in a fuel higher
and that in a moderator region lower, as observed in Figs. 4 and 6,
which leads to the underestimation of down-scattering neutrons to
the thermal groups. This phenomenon is clearly seen especially for
C2 and C5 in Fig. 11. The positive error of the flux in the lowest
group is considered to be due to the same reason why the reso-
nance flux in a fuel is over-estimated. This problem in the thermal
groups should be investigated in a continued research.

The detailed characteristics of the improvement for C1eC6, and
ND1 and NT1, are given in the following. For C1 and C4, the results
with and without the interference correction factor are essentially
the same. This indicates that the resonance interference effect of
U235 is not very important. For C4, the reactivity error of �20 pcm
to �30 pcm compared to C1 originated from the higher thermal
absorption in boron. For C2, the net reactivity prediction seems to be
worse with the spectral SPH factor, but the investigation on group-
wise reactivity errors reveals that the errors in the thermal groups
are not compensated by the errors in the resonance groups anymore
and thus net error emerges. For C5, the net reactivity error is also not
that much improved because the initially comparable reactivity
errors from absorption and nu-fission are already cancelled due to
the plutonium isotopes whose nu-fission influence on reactivity is
greater than UO2 fuel. The common observations noted in C2 and C5
provide the strong need for the interference correction factor, as
demonstrated by the spectrum error improvements of the cases
with and without the interference correction factors in Fig. 11. From
C6, it is observed that the real burned fuel does not have a strong
resonance interference effect as in C5 based on the similar reactivity
error improvement behavior with C1.

Table 4
Parameters used for the tabulation.

Base spectral superhomogenization factor parameters

Fuel temperature (K) 300, 600, 900, 1,400, 2,000
U-238 N.D. (#/cm/b) 0.017, 0.020, 0.023
Pellet radius (cm) 0.37, 0.43, 0.53
Modified source (#/s) 0.438, 0.766, 1.095a, 1.423, 1.751

N.D. ratio of major isotopes with respect to U-238 N.D.

U-235 0.001 Cs-133 0.005
Np-237 0.001 Xe-131 0.002
Pu-238 0.005, 0.01 Xe-135 0.000001
Pu-239 0.0125, 0.025, 0.05, Sm-151 0.0001

0.1, 0.2 Sm-149 0.0005
Pu-240 0.00625, 0.0125, Eu-154 0.0002

0.025, 0.05, 0.1 Eu-155 0.00005
Pu-241 0.003125, 0.00625, Gd-152 0.0002, 0.0004

0.0125, 0.025, 0.05 Gd-154 0.002, 0.004
Pu-242 0.01, 0.02 Gd-155 0.02, 0.04
Am-241 0.005, 0.01 Gd-156 0.02, 0.04
Am-243 0.0025, 0.005 Gd-157 0.02, 0.04
Nd-143 0.004 Gd-158 0.02, 0.04
Rh-103 0.002 Gd-160 0.02, 0.04

a SmodVmod in 0.876 cm3 at 500K.
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For C3, Integral Fuel Burnable Absorber (IFBA), the same spectral
SPH factor with the one in a gap was used for the IFBA region. The
result does not show completely improved reactivity error,
leaving �560 pcm of the net reactivity error. In fact, it comes from
the thermal groups which are important for the IFBA region. The
very sharp flux dip at the IFBA region cannot be properly simulated
so that the nTRACER IFBA flux is always overestimated at the
thermal groups, where direct�500 pcm of negative bias is induced.
More importantly, the higher thermal absorption lifts up the fast
spectrum and this is why reactivity errors at the resonance groups
are still high in Table 6. The spectrum error, however, indicates that
the existence of IFBA doesn't harm the accuracy of the spatial self-
shielding of flux.

For nonuniform intrapellet parameter cases, ND1 and NT1, there
is an issue whether the region-wise factor should be interpolated
by its regional parameter or by a fuel average one. For ND1, the real
burn-up U-238 number density profile at 60GWD/MTU, the two
schemes give no actual difference as shown in the left bottom of
Fig. 12. For NT1, 200% power level condition at the hot full power
condition, the right bottom of Fig. 12 reveals that the interpolation
from the regional temperature gives better flux distributions in the
view of consistent error behavior. The interpolation from the

Table 5
Pin-cell test problems.

Test type Test ID Dimension (cm)
fuel radius/pitch

Density (g/cm3)
fuel/mod

Temperature (K)
fuel/mod

Description

G G1 0.39/1.27 10.53/0.663 900/600 3w/o UO2

G2 0.515/1.50 10.53/0.663 900/600 3w/o UO2

D D1 0.41/1.26 9.0/0.663 600/600 3w/o UO2

D2 0.41/1.26 9.0/1.008 300/300 3w/o UO2

T T1 0.41/1.26 10.53/0.663 500/500 3w/o UO2

T2 0.41/1.26 10.53/0.663 700/600 3w/o UO2

T3 0.41/1.26 10.53/0.663 1200/600 3w/o UO2

C C1 0.41/1.27 10.53/0.663 600/600 4.9w/o UO2

C2 0.41/1.27 9.93/0.663 600/600 14.12% Gd2O3, 2w/o UO2

C3 0.41/1.27 10.53/0.663 600/600 IFBA 3w/o UO2

C4 0.41/1.27 10.53/0.663 600/600 1300 ppm Boron 3w/o UO2

C5 0.41/1.27 10.42/0.663 600/600 15% MOX
C6 0.41/1.27 10.25/0.663 600/600 Burned UO2 at 60GWD/MTU e uniform N.D.

N ND1 0.41/1.26 10.25/0,663 900/600 C6 with nonuniform N.D.
NT1 0.41/1.26 10.53/0.711 Avg. 1316/580 3w/o UO2 e Hot full power 200% power condition

Fig. 10. Root mean square errors of interpolated spectral superhomogenization (SPH)
factors from the spectral SPH factor library for the tests in Table 5.

Table 6
Pin-cell test reactivity results with McCARD multigroup cross section.

Test ID McCARD nTRACER (McCARD XS)

No SPH SPH (without interference correction factor) SPH (with interference correction factor)

k-eff k-eff Dr (pcm) Resonance Dr k-eff Dr (pcm) Resonance Dr k-eff Dr (pcm) Resonance Dr

Abs. NuF. Abs. NuF. Abs. NuF.

G1 1.33467 1.32998 �264 �314 þ76 1.33465 �1 þ9 �3 1.33473 þ3 þ15 �5
G2 1.26515 1.26030 �304 �379 þ114 1.26528 þ8 þ15 �4 1.26542 þ17 þ27 �9
D1 1.32780 1.32357 �241 �291 þ70 1.32781 þ1 þ6 �2 1.32794 þ8 þ13 �4
D2 1.39907 1.39572 �172 �206 þ41 1.39921 þ7 þ10 �4 1.39930 þ12 þ16 �6
T1 1.35840 1.35420 �228 �272 þ66 1.35841 þ1 þ10 �3 1.35851 þ6 þ17 �5
T2 1.30692 1.30233 �270 �328 þ87 1.30690 �1 þ4 �1 1.30700 þ5 þ12 �6
T3 1.28999 1.28493 �305 �373 þ100 1.28997 �1 þ4 �1 1.29007 þ5 þ12 �4
C1 1.40136 1.39686 �230 �299 þ106 1.40141 þ3 þ13 �2 1.40139 þ2 þ14 �4
C2 0.21050 0.21056 þ135 �1558 þ1050 0.21037 �294 �353 þ251 0.21029 �474 þ65 �56
C3 0.81702 0.81141 �846 �620 þ280 0.81332 �557 �140 þ84 0.81330 �560 �142 þ82
C4 1.17986 1.17572 �298 �356 þ103 1.17947 �28 �6 þ2 1.17955 �22 þ3 �2
C5 1.20810 1.20725 �58 �308 þ228 1.20832 þ15 �62 þ60 1.20844 þ23 þ54 �47
C6 0.93750 0.93443 �350 �413 þ95 0.93740 �11 þ11 �3 0.93752 þ2 þ30 �10

No SPH SPH (Average) SPH (Region-wise)
ND1 0.92029 0.91714 �373 �449 þ95 0.92049 þ24 þ42 �13 0.92047 þ21 þ38 �12
NT1 1.30128 1.29608 �308 �367 þ93 1.30156 þ17 þ32 �8 1.30158 þ18 þ35 �9

Abs, absorbance; NuF, nu-fission; SPH, superhomogenization.
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average temperature makes an obvious trend in the flux error, low
at the periphery and high at the center, which is not desirable in
evaluating the fuel temperature coefficient. In conclusion, regional
parameters are better to be used for the interpolation of region-
wise spectral SPH factors although this way is not correct in the
strict sense.

Lastly, the effectiveness of the PSSL method was compared with
the original method for Problems, C1eC6, even though the original

isotopewise spectral SPH factor method or old SPH method [4] was
not intended to resolve the angle dependency of resonance MG XS.
Since the old method is only available in the framework of the
subgroup method, the PSSL method also used subgroup XSs in the
resonance groups for the equal comparison.

In Table 7, the final reactivity errors of the PSSL method come
from the error of the subgroup method, thus these errors should be
improved by the subgroupmethod, which is out of the scope of this

Fig. 11. Spectrum and reactivity error change. (A) Group-wise reactivity error by absorption in a fuel, (B) group-wise reactivity error by nu-fission in a fuel, (C) fuel averaged
spectrum, and (D) fuel averaged spectrum relative error. Relative error ¼ 100 � (nTRACER-McCARD)/McCARD.
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paper. Thus, the relative improvement from No SPH to PSSL shows
that reactivity error improvements of the old SPH method are
clearly below the level that the PSSL method has except C2. For C2,
very large positive reactivity error from the resonance groups is
induced by the very small k-eff value and the erroneous subgroup
XS resulting from unrealistic feature of the problem, infinite lattice
of Gadolinia pins. The inferior performance of the old method is
also shown in Fig. 13: by that the old method cannot recover the
flux self-shielding error as exactly as the PSSL method.

The reason is because the isotope-wise reaction rate denoted by
the numerator in Eq. (18) is not the true one in the subgroup
method.

sr;g ¼
�
srf

	
g

〈f〉g
¼

P
n

n
ur;g;nsr;g;nsb;g;n

.�
sa;g;n þ sb;g;n

�o
P
n

n
ur;g;nsb;g;n

.�
sa;g;n þ sb;g;n

�o : (18)

nTRACER uses subgroup parameters generated by the effective
XS conservation scheme for generating subgroup parameters in the
context of the physical probability table method [12], and this can
be considered as the reason of the big error of the old method.
However, even in the resonance integral conservation scheme [9],
the exact reaction rate cannot be preserved because the resonance
integral is generally not the true reaction rate either.

Fig. 12. (Left/Top) Intrapellet U-238 number density distribution for ND1, (Right/Top) Intra-pellet temperature distribution for NT1, (Middle) Intrapellet flux distribution, (Bottom)
Intra-pellet flux relative error.

Table 7
Pin-cell test reactivity results with subgroup cross section.

Test ID Mc-CARD nTRACER (subgroup XS for resonance groups/McCARD XS for fast and thermal groups)

No SPH Old SPH PSSL

k-eff k-eff Dr (pcm) Resonance Dr k-eff Dr (pcm) Resonance Dr k-eff Dr (pcm) Resonance Dr

Abs. NuF. Abs. NuF. Abs. NuF.

C1 1.40136 1.39565 �292 �364 þ111 1.39758 �193 �239 þ76 1.40043 �47 �38 þ1
C2 0.21050 0.21082 þ721 þ160 þ866 0.21080 þ676 þ728 þ606 0.21057 þ158 þ1905 �263
C3 0.81702 0.81162 �814 �378 þ161 0.81247 �685 �400 þ221 0.81364 �508 �90 þ84
C4 1.17986 1.17562 �306 �364 þ105 1.17734 �181 �213 þ69 1.17963 �17 þ7 0
C5 1.20810 1.20480 �227 �936 þ663 1.20523 �197 �834 þ593 1.20625 �127 �555 þ389
C6 0.93750 0.92981 �882 �1294 þ562 0.93115 �727 �1104 þ522 0.93295 �520 �839 þ455

Abs., absorbance; NuF., nu-fission; SPH, superhomogenization.
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4.2. Assembly tests

In this section, the PSSL method is verified for assembly prob-
lems. Since the origin of the underestimation of the spatial flux self-
shielding is the difference in spectra for rays coming into and out of

a fuel region, such intrapellet flux overestimation certainly has
interpin effect as the effective XS does. For example, if there is a
water hole instead of a fuel at a neighboring pin, the bigger dif-
ference of spectra over angle will cause larger discrepancy in spatial
flux self-shielding. This section is to consider the extent of such a
surrounding effect. Two 17 � 17 assemblies were tested as in
Fig. 14: (A1) UO2 (VERA 2C), (A2) 24 Gadolinia pins (VERA 2P) [13].
The A2 case was to examine the validity of the PN calculation with
the normal SPH factor library under the stronger anisotropic effect.

The calculation condition was as follow: 0.01 ray spacing, 32
azimuthal angles in a quadrant, four TY optimum polar angles in
the upper hemisphere, five equivolumetric subrings in a fuel for
outflow transport corrected P0 to P3 with XSs and P0 scattering
matrices at all regions from McCARD and PN scattering matrices
from the nTRACER library. For the P0 calculation, the transport
corrected spectral SPH factor library was used, and for P1 to P3, the
normal spectral SPH factor library was used. For region-wise XSs
and pin power tally, McCARD used million particles per cycle, 500
inactive and 5,000 active cycles in the octant symmetry.

The results are shown inTable8. The reactivityerrors coming from
the resonance groups as well as the thermal ones are remarkably
improved for all the cases as in the pin-cell test with the same reason
explained. For the A2 case, the absolute reactivity error from the
resonance absorption is somewhat larger for P1 than other scattering
anisotropy orders. This is because the consideration of only linear
anisotropic scattering tends to letmoreneutronenter into the fuelpin
than the physics in play in resonance groups and this happens
regardless of the use of the spectral SPH factor. As the scatteringorder
approaches to P3, the result converges to reasonable values.

The pin-wise reactivity error improvement of the P3 result in the
A1 case is shown in Fig. 15, in which the resonance reaction rates
are obviously normalized. The important observation from the
resonance reactivity error distribution comparison is that there is
no noticeable bias from pins near empty guide tubes. For the P3
result of the A2 case in Fig. 16, the result is as good as that in the A1
case and this demonstrates the validity of the PN calculation under
the proposed PSSL method in a high anisotropic case. Meanwhile,
the pin-power distribution is not affected by the PSSL method
because the thermal spectrum change is globally affected in the
same rate.

Fig. 13. Resonance spectrum error of the old and the parametrized spectral super-
homogenization (SPH) factor library method in C1.

Empty tube
3.1% UO2

3.1% UO2

5% Gd2O3
95% UO2
1.8% 235U

Water gap

2A1A

1 4 6
2 7
3 5 8 9

Fig. 14. Test assembly configuration.

Table 8
Assembly test results.

Test ID Method k-eff Total Dr (pcm) Thermal Dr Resonance Dr Fast Dr Pin power difference (%)

Abs. NuF. Abs. NuF. Abs. NuF. RMS MAX

A1 McCARD 1.17408 1(S.D.) d d d d d d ±0.006 ±0.009
P3 No SPH 1.17024 �279 125 �138 �382 104 �22 35 0.04 0.07

SPH 1.17417 7 25 �15 �16 5 �2 9 0.04 0.07
P2 No SPH 1.17006 �293 104 �120 �383 105 �14 16 0.05 0.09

SPH 1.17398 �7 4 3 �17 6 6 �9 0.05 0.09
P1 No SPH 1.16979 �312 124 �132 �425 119 �12 13 0.05 0.11

SPH 1.17373 �25 24 �8 �57 20 7 �12 0.05 0.11
P0 No SPH 1.17018 �284 71 �122 �333 94 �22 28 0.05 0.12

SPH 1.17340 �49 �17 �13 �26 6 �6 8 0.05 0.12
A2 McCARD 0.91987 1(S.D.) d d d d d d ±0.006 ±0.009

P3 No SPH 0.91652 �397 139 �225 �506 167 �30 58 0.07 0.14
SPH 0.91932 �65 �18 �39 �39 18 �7 21 0.09 0.21

P2 No SPH 0.91670 �376 146 �222 �492 162 �29 60 0.07 0.15
SPH 0.91950 �44 �10 �36 �26 13 �7 23 0.09 0.23

P1 No SPH 0.91567 �499 112 �263 �578 197 �33 65 0.07 0.15
SPH 0.91847 �166 �46 �76 �108 48 �11 28 0.08 0.15

P0 No SPH 0.91825 �192 209 �160 �380 124 �20 36 0.16 0.36
SPH 0.92053 78 71 4 10 �10 �2 6 0.17 0.34

Abs, absorption; NuF, nu-fission; RMS, root mean square; SPH, superhomogenization.
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In fact, there is the effect of more moderators to the spatial flux
self-shielding at pins near empty guide tubes, that larger difference
of spectra for incoming and outgoing rays induces bigger over-
estimation of flux in a fuel. It is observed in Fig. 17 that spatial flux
self-shielding is more underestimated at pins 2, 4, 5, 6, and 7, which
are very next to the empty guide tube, than at pins 1, 3, 8, and 9.
Such difference between pins 1, 3, 8, and 9, is also observed, but is
very small. This difference caused by the abundance of moderator

near a pin of interest, the moderator surrounding effect, gives
negligible effect on the total reactivity improvement. The quanti-
fication can be done with Fig. 17 where pins 2, 4, 5, 6, and 7 have
about 2% flux error which is about 10% of the flux error that pins far
from empty guide tubes have. Considering that 100 pins out of the
total 264 fuel pins are next to the empty guide tubes, which is about
40%, 10% of the improvement, which comes from the 40% of the
total fuel pins, contributes about 4% reactivity improvement in

Fig. 15. Comparison of pin-wise reactivity error distribution of the thermal and resonance groups with and without the spectral superhomogenization (SPH) factor in the A1 case for
the P3 calculation.

Fig. 16. Comparison of pin-wise reactivity error distribution of the resonance groups with and without the spectral superhomogenization (SPH) factor in the A2 case with the P3
calculation.
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total. That is, the moderator surrounding effect only occupies about
4% of the total reactivity error improvement. If 300 pcm is improved
by only the local effect, about 10 pcm is expected to be more
improved by considering the moderator surrounding effect, which
is negligible. This was actually tested by considering more moder-
ators for the SPH factor parameter interpolation at pins next to the
empty guide tubes tomake their fuel averaged flux errors similar to
those at other pins, and about 10 pcm improvement was observed.

5. Conclusions

At first, it was demonstrated in this work why and how the
neglect of the angle dependency of resonance MG XSs causes se-
vere over-estimation of the intra-pellet flux, which in turn leads to
large negative reactivity bias reaching up to�300 pcm regardless of
the energy group structure. This problem could be resolved by
introducing the region-wise spectral SPH factors to the approxi-
mated transport operator in a transport calculation.

The generalization of the usage of the spectral SPH factors
could be done by devising a parametrization scheme employing
various functionalization parameters such as fuel radius, U-238
number density, moderator source represented by SmodVmod and
square root of temperature. The parameterization turned out to
be successful in that the interpolation error is < 0.1% error. In
addition, it is noted the interference correction factor plays an
important role in yielding accurate flux self-shielding for heavy
resonance interference cases. The procedures to generate the
region-wise SPH factors were established with and without
transport correction. It turned out that transport correction
should be performed at the generation stage if the spectral SPH
factors are to be used in the transport calculation with transport
correction. Another important finding is that the spectral SPH
factors should be generated region-wise in order to have a proper
spatial flux self-shielding, and thus to have a proper intrapellet
reaction-rate self-shielding.

The performance of the PSSL method has been examined first
for various pin-cell cases. The imbalance in the spectrum error,
which is higher in the resonance groups and lower in the thermal
groups, is resolved by the application of the spectral SPH factor only
to the resonance groups. As a result, reactivity errors in both the
resonance and thermal groups are greatly reduced. In addition, the
PSSL method involving region-wise SPH factors turns out to be

superior to the original methodwhose performance is less than half
of the PSSL method.

The PSSL method is also proved to be effective in the assembly
calculations as in the pin-cell calculations because the surrounding
effect takes only about 4% of the reactivity improvement of the PSSL
method. The physical reasoning behind this is that the biggest
factor that affects the angular flux at a pellet periphery in a certain
pin-cell is the optical thickness of the local fuel pellet, not optical
thickness distributions of surrounding pins. Thus, the consideration
of only the local effect at the pin-cell level is considered to be
enough.
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